
City Capstone – Executive Summary 

City Capstone is a strategy that merge the Smart City philosophy – needs for each type of city 

based on the Consumption Pillars –, digitalization – big data analysis obtained from social listening 

methodology generating valuable city intelligence and insights –, and government nurture on 

development urban plans with strategic and conscious policy and infrastructure decisions based on real 

time data, generating custom-made projects for each city with the understanding of citizens sentiment. 

Developing an urban plan sometimes uses to be a costly and slow process that each city 

administration does in order to achieve the campaign goals. It involves which infrastructure projects to 

invest, demographic growth, public transportation system, etc, but the question is, what if beside the 

political party, we can know which infrastructure project (s)  the city needs, where to invest, how to pay 

for it, and what are the real citizens sentiments?  

First, understanding todays problems that cities are facing: fast urban densification because is 

expected that 68% of population would live in cities by 2050; scarce economic and natural resources affect 

the city growth around the globe; and, some governments work alone without considering learnt 

experiences of other cities nor their citizens sentiment. 

Similarly, understanding cities as a living being that has consumption needs to satisfy is an 

approach to be considered. In this case, water, energy and transportation are the baseline to every city 

growth and all infrastructure projects and development plans should be constructed around it, 

guaranteeing by this way that the city would be able to sustain the future population. 

As a result, Smart Cities philosophy is the solution to create more human, inclusive and 

sustainable cities, leveraging in the digitalization era, data analytics and economic indicators, by 

optimizing resources, market selections and financial engineer. 

The Smart Cities methodology have 4 steps: 

1) Define the city type. Quadrants of cities divided by developed or emerging 

economies, and high or low population density. 

2) Offer solutions to prepare them for the future. Infrastructure projects or tech 

solutions to develop according to the city type status. 

3) Investment vs Technology Matrix. Graph the solutions mentioned above in a matrix 

selecting the best solution considering the capital investment and the technology 

required. 

4) Financial Engineering. Demonstrate to the citizens the importance of everyone 

participation and approval in the Smart City Transformation, inviting them to buy 

tokens as part of the total project investment, as a Public Private Association.  

Then, digitalization helps to generate a database throughout social networks, specially Twitter, 

where using social listening methodology, insights of the real sentiment of society are obtained. By 

selecting a city and topics to analyze, with the help of machine learning can be obtained the conversational 

topics of the society and the sentiment (positive, negative or neutral), focusing on the insights that would 

help consolidate the Smart City proposal. 



Finally, nurture governments with the Smart City results and social listening insights to develop 

an urban plan without investing time nor money in research that may took too much time in obtain results. 

With the Smart City results an infrastructure prioritization projects could be made; with the social listening 

results the day by day problems would be identified and the governor would have the big picture of the 

citizens sentiments and political landscape.  

City Capstone is an initiative to help governments to know in which infrastructure projects invest, 

have a complete picture of their society and the problems they may be facing and give tools to develop a 

public strategy that is sustainable and economically viable. Furthermore, City Capstone commits with 10 

out of 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, contributing with parametric data, population 

information, on street problems and the possibility to make a worldwide replicable methodology. 


